FireEye and LogRhythm®
Integrated Security Intelligence Provides Robust
Reporting and Analytics
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INTEGRATED SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
n

Improved situational awareness: Correlate advanced threat data
from FireEye with other log, flow, event, and host data from
across the IT environment.

n

Boost administrator efficiency: By incorporating FireEye alerts
with LogRhythm’s multi-dimensional behavioral analytics,
administrators can quickly map threats to specific compromised
systems and users, and rapidly and effectively mitigate the
damage of attacks.

n

More broadly leverage FireEye investments: Integrate FireEye
alerts with enterprise IT and security event data in LogRhythm.

n

Provide drill-down and deep forensic visibility: Analyze malware
attack vectors and patterns.

n

Automate the remediation of zero-day malware attacks:
Quarantine infected applications, hosts, and users, and block
malicious IP addresses from the network.

OVERVIEW
Detecting and responding to today’s increasingly sophisticated
cyber threats requires pervasive, enterprise-wide visibility, and
advanced machine analytics, integrated with rich external context
in the form of relevant, accurate, and actionable threat
intelligence. This threat intelligence includes data such as low
reputation IP addresses and URLs, nefarious email addresses, file
names, processes, and user agent strings. This threat environment
requires a security analytics platform that seamlessly and
automatically consumes and leverages unique intelligence from
joint solution partners while delivering faster detection of and
response to high-risk cyber threats for mutual customers.

On a virtually continuous basis, advanced attacks are hitting
corporate networks. These often targeted, dynamic, and
quickly evolving attacks challenge network security
professionals. They routinely bypass signature-based security
defenses like anti-virus, next-generation firewalls, and
intrusion prevention systems.
Security teams must operate more quickly, intelligently, and
efficiently to be effective in defending their organizations
against these threats. They need to identify instantly when
advanced attacks are on the network and to prioritize them
among the flurry of ongoing events and attacks. They must
also understand which threats are resulting in compromised
hosts and the nature of the compromise. With this knowledge,
they can focus on those events that pose the most significant
and imminent risks.
Many organizations struggle with a lack of visibility into activity
from their internal users. Administrators need to differentiate
legitimate employee activity from suspicious employee activity
and identify the threat level posed by the latter.

THE INTEGRATED SOLUTION
LogRhythm and FireEye have developed an integrated
solution for comprehensive enterprise intelligence and threat
management. LogRhythm’s advanced correlation and pattern
recognition capabilities can automatically incorporate threat
intelligence from the FireEye Network (NX), Email (EX), File
(FX), and Forensic Analysis (AX) Threat Prevention Platforms
or it can be routed to the FireEye Central Management (CM)
giving LogRhythm a single place to collect intelligence. This
intelligence is delivered through the FireEye Central
Management (CM) to identify, corroborate, and prioritize
threats across the distributed enterprise IT environment.
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The integrated offering empowers customers to identify
malicious activity, detect advanced threats, protect systems
from application vulnerabilities, and prioritize responses based
on accurate, highly contextualized security intelligence.

reduce incident response times. This partnership mutually
enhances the capabilities of a very broad range of FireEye and
LogRhythm solutions, including network, email, and file threat
prevention and forensic analysis of identified threats.

HOW THE JOINT SOLUTION WORKS TOGETHER

ABOUT FIREEYE

The FireEye Central Management (CM) is a distribution hub that
centralizes the sending and receiving of the broad range of
malware intelligence. LogRhythm can automatically incorporate
current data on advanced threats received from the FireEye
platforms. LogRhythm’s next generation analytics platform uses
this intelligence in conjunction with other log, flow, event, and
host data produced by other systems across the distributed
enterprise IT environment to trigger alarms, generate reports
and facilitate investigations. With LogRhythm’s Advanced
Intelligence Engine™, analysts can correlate advanced threat data
with suspicious behavior patterns to gain greater speed and
accuracy in incident response.

FireEye protects the most valuable assets in the world from
today’s cyber attackers. Our combination of technology,
intelligence, and expertise — reinforced with an aggressive
incident response team — helps eliminate the impact of
breaches. The FireEye Global Defense Community includes
3,700 customers across 67 countries, including over 250 of the
Fortune 500.

THE VALUE OF THIS PARTNERSHIP
The comprehensive nature of the FireEye-LogRhythm
integration leverages the FireEye platform with LogRhythm
Security Analytics platform. Customers benefit from increased
network-to-endpoint visibility. The combined solution delivers
the ability to detect and validate cyber threats rapidly and to

ABOUT LOGRHYTHM
LogRhythm is one of the largest and fastest growing independent
security intelligence companies in the world. The company’s
patented and award-winning Security Intelligence Platform
unifies SIEM, log management, file integrity monitoring, network
forensics, and host forensics. LogRhythm also provides
unparalleled compliance automation and assurance as well as IT
predictive intelligence to Global 2000 organizations,
government agencies, and mid-sized businesses worldwide.
For more information contact CSC@fireeye.com.
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